I. INTR~IIU~TT~~Y AND TOPOLOGICA~~ THEOREMS
A central problem in algebraic topology is to cnnsidcr two path-connected topological spaces S and T with isomorphic integral homology, and ask (1 .I) When can a given isomorphism H,(S; Z) -1[, (7' ; Z) be realized by a continuous map from S to T? (Throughout this paper, homology and cohomology of spaces is singular.) If S and T were simply connected CLV-complexes, a solution to (1.1) would bc a homotopy equivalence between S and T; hence a method for solving (1.1) would enable us to decide if S and T had the same homotopy type. But it would yield more, since it would decide which isomurphisma of homology were "geometric." One of the main results of this paper is to answer the analogue of (1 .l) in the rational homotopy category; viz., (1.2) When can a given isomorphism f: H*(S; Q) 5 H*(T; Q) of rational cohomology algebras be realized by a rational homotopy equivalence between S and T?
We use the following definition of rational homotopy equivalence (cf. Quillen [27] , Bousfiefd and Gugenheim [5] ). C 11 a an elementary equivalence between topological spaces S and T a continuous map either from S to T or from T to S which induces an isomorphism of rational cohomology. Then define a rational homotopy equivalence between S and T to be a sequence of elementary equivalences Si N S,+l such that S,, = S and S, +1 = T, (If S and T are nilpotent spaces, this is the same as requiring the Iocalizations S, and T, to have the same homotopy type-cf.
[27, 29; Chap. III, 7, 221.) Each rational homotopy equivalence induces a well defined isomorphism H*(S; Q) w H*( T; Q); the isomorphism is said to be realized by the equivalence. If there is at least one rational homotopy equivalence between S and T, they are said to have the Same ratio& homotopy type. We shalf answer (1.2) only for rationally nilpotent spaces. A space S is called rationally nilpotent if its Sullivan minimal model (see below and Section 2) has only finitely many generators in each degree. Such spaces have finite dimensional rational homology in each degree. On the other hand, nilpotent path connected spaces with finite dimensional rational homology in each degree are rationally nilpotent.
To solve (1.2), we construct a "sequence of obstructions" O,(f) which are computable, and prove 1.3. THEOREM. Assume 5' and T me rationally niZpotent. The isomorphism f can be realized by a rational homotopy equivalence if and only if the obstructions O,(f) all vanish. Now Sullivan's theory of minimal models, as described in his fundamental paper 1301, gives a complete irredundant algebraic invariant for rational homotopy type: rationally nilpotent spaces have the same rational homotopy type if and only if their minimal models are isomorphic (cf. [30, p. 2901) . But if H*(S; Q) and H*(T; Q) are known a priori to be isomorphic then Theorem I.3 provides a computational method for deciding whether or not S and T have the same rational homotopy type, and the calculation is frequently much faster than a direct attempt to determine if the minimal models are isomorphic (cf. Example 6.5). In addition, the theorem enables us to decide which (if any) cohomology isomorphisms are geometric (again cf. Example 6.5). Next observe that in the category of commutative graded differential algebras (c.g.d.a.'s) over a field k of characteristic zero, there is a completeIy analogous notion of homotopy equivalence (again cf. Quillen [27] between (A, dA) and (B, d,) is a sequence of cIementary equivalences (Ai , di) N (iii, r , dicJ, 0 < i .$ n, whore (iI,, , dO) y (A, dR) and (iln-~, , d,, r) : (B, dB). If there is at least one homotopy equivalence, (A, d,J and (B, La,) Now consider a fixed isomorphism f: H(iZ) % H(B), and assume that H(i1) is connected and has finite type.
THEOREM.
There is a sequence of computable obstructions, O,(f), which vanish if and on/iv iff can be realized by a homotopy equivalence.
We shall USC the results of SuIlivan (see [5] for detailed proofs) to show that Theorem 5.10 implies Theorem 1.3. In [30; p. 2981 he defines a contravariant functor (which we denote by d,,) from simplicial sets ([21] ) to c.g.d.a.'s defined over Q: if R is a simplicial set, an element of A:,(K) is a function @ which assigns to each element of K" (n = 0, I, 2,...) a polynomial p-form on the standard n-simplex, such that @ commutes w-ith the face and degeneracy operators. In [30; p. 3003 hc defines the adjoint contmz~ariant functor .J -p <A> from c.g.d.a.'s to simpficia1 sets.
If S is a topological space, let Sing S be the simplicial set of singular simplices on S; we shal1 denote .qPL(Sing S) simply by (JPL(S), 4). Integration provides a natural isomorphism 11(/l,,(S), d,J % IZ*(S; Q) (singular cohomology) cf. [30, p. 2971 . It follows that -dPL converts a rational homotopy equivalence into a homotopy equivalence of c.g.d.a.'s; the induced isomorphisms of cohomology are identified by integration.
On the other hand assume S and 7' are rationally nilpotent spaces and an isomorphism fi H*(S; Q) t H+( T; Q) can be realized by a homotopy equivalence between Apl,( T) and ,ilyL(S). By Proposition 2.9 it can then be realized by an equivaIence of the form ([30; Section 121) . A bouquet of formal spaces is formal (Lemma 1.6 below). Finally, if for some I > 1, H"(S; p) = 0 unless p = 0 or 1 < p < 31+ 2, then S is formal (Corollary 5.16).
1.5. THEOREM. Let S be a rationally niEpo&-nt space. Assume that H2"(S; Q) = 0, p = 1, 2,... .
Then S is formal, and has the rational homotopy type of a bouquet of odd sphwes.
(This result is originally but independently due to Baues [I], cf. [33] .)
Proof. Choose odd spheres Ski so that H*(S; $2) G H*(Vj Ski). By Lemma 1.6, Vi 9s is formal, while in Theorem 7.10 we show that S is formal. Hence APL(S) and A,,( Vi S"') have the same homotopy type. Hence by Proposition 1.4 so do S and Vi S'~~.
Q.E.D.
Next, suppose {&JafI is a collection of path connected, pointed topological spaces such that each inclusion * C-+ S, is a cofibration. Their bouquet V, Sa is the space obtained by identifying the base points. 1.6. LEMMA.
If each S, is formal, then so is V, S, .
Proof. For augmented c.g.d.a.'s &+&define VA, to be k @ na ker(A,-+K). For path connected pointed spaces with * 4 S, a cofibration, there is an equivalence A4PL(V S,) -+ V ApL(SJ. The minimal model for APL (Sa) . zs an &morphism suck that f @ 1: H(A @ k') + II(B @ K) can be realized by a homotopy equivalence between (A @ K, dA @ 1) and (B @ K, dB @ 1). Then f can be realized b.y a homotopy equivalence between (A dA) aad (B, 4).
COROLLARY.
(A, dA) is formal ;f and only ;f (A @ K, dA 13 1) is formal. In Section 5 we build the obstruction theory, using filtered models, and prove Theorem 5.10. Section 6 contains the applications for formality and field extensions.
In Section 7 we show that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence arising from the bar construction for a c.g.d.a. can be computed directly from its filtered model, without passing to the bar construction, and that the cohomology of the construction can be calculated (trivially) from any nilpotent model. In particular, we show that the Eilenberg-Moore sequence collapses if and only if the filtered model is minimal.
If (A, 44) = vbL(~), 4, where S is a l-connected C.W. complex, then the bar construction has cohomology equal to the cohomology of the loop space SZS. This was shown (dually for the cobar construction and homology) by Adams [l] and generalized by Eilenberg and Moore [12] . A complete exposition for cohomology is given by Smith [2X; part I] -except that for our purposes C* has to be replaced by APL(S) everywhere in his paper.
(Historically the bar construction was invented for graded differential algebras where the differential had degree -1, e.g. chains on an associative H-space. It was used to calculate the homology of K(rr, n)'s and more general classifying spaces, cf. Our field k will always be of characteristic zero and all vector spaces and algebras will be considered to be defined over k unIess we explicitIy say otherwise.
The identity map of any set wilI be denoted by t. A graded space X = x, ..Y* is said to have finite type if each Xv has finite dimension. In this case the formal series C, (dim ,V') bP is called the PoincarC series for X.
A commutative graded algebra (c.g.a.) is an associative graded algebra H = Lo HP such that Ho contains an identity 1 and such that ab = (-I) If 2 = &,, 29 is a graded space, we denote by LIZ the free c.g.a. generated by Z; it is the tensor product of the exterior algebra over Zodd and the symmetric algebra over Zeven and is graded by the rule Note that "A" denotesfree, and loot (as is often the case) exterior.
If 2 is given a second gradation, we use exactly the same rule to extend the gradation to LIZ.
A commutative graded differential algebra (c.g.d.a.) is a pair (A, dA), where A = &s A" is a c.g.a., d is a derivation of degree 1, and d2 = 0. The cohomology of (A, HA) is the c. If x E (A, dA) satisfies dAz = 0 (resp. z = dAa), then z is called a cocycle (resp. a coboundary). The element in H(A) represented by a cocycle z is calIed its cohomology class and denoted by cl(x). as we learned after this paper was accepted). We construct (AZ, d) f rom this point of view. As pointed out by the referee, the analogous construction resolving H by free associative algebras is due to Lemaire [36, . In this construction we exhibit a second natural gradation carried by /lZ, to be called the lower gradation. (The lower gradation *appears in another form in [30; proof of Theorem 12.71 and dually for coalgebras in work of J. C. Moore [23, 241 and in the associative setting in Lemaire.)
In fact we construct graded spaces Z, , Z, , Z, ,,.. so that Z = z:tip=, 2, and d is homogeneous of lower degree -1 with respect to the induced lower gradation of rlZ. The map p will be defined on Z, (below) and extended to be zero onZ,,n>,l.
We shall write Z(,) =Z,@**-@Z, then each llZ,j will be d stable, and the lower gradation of llZt,l will induce a lower gradation in H(/lZtnj , d): Moreover, suppose (C, dJ +" (H, 0) is a homomorphism of c.g,d,a,'s such that c = Lo>o.n>o CID is a bigraded algebra, dc is homogeneous of lower degree -1, VT(C ,) = 0, and conditions (i)-(iii) hoEd; then there is an isomorphism
homogeneous of bidegree zero, and such that ry = p. Hence by definition u0 = 0, and u E A+Z * A+Z.
(ii) This is already done for tz = 0, 1. We induct on n. Assume it holds for some n 2 1 and apply part (i) of the lemma to obtain (AZ), n ker d C (AZ)+ * (AZ)+ C c (flZ)*.
*>z
Lowering degrees by one yields Z,,l = &r ZE, .
(iii) We have already verified (3.2)s and (3.2), . Conditions (3.2)n (n > 2) follow from the definition of d and (ii).
Proof of Propotitioa 3.4. (i) and (ii) f 11
o ow from part (iii) of the lemma. Since d is homogeneous of lower degree -1, condition (2.3) is satisfied. Part (i) of the lemma implies that (AZ, d) is minimal.
To prove uniqueness, note that because r*: H,(C) 5 H, there is a linear map v: Z,, -+ C, with np, = p. Extend 9) to AZ,. Then mp = p on AZ, hence
Since x* is an isomorphism, QJ extends to a Iinear map 2, + C, so that pdz = dcpz, z E Z, . Extend v to LlZuj , and continue in this way to get a homomorphism v: (AZ, d) + (C, d,), h omogeneous of bidegree zero. Since r(C+) = 0 we have at once that r'p = p. Since # and p* are isomorphisms, so is p*. But because (AZ, d) and (C, dc) are both minimal models, this implies that F is an isomorphism (cf. Theorem 2.6).
3.X. Remarks.
(
, +p H is a resolution of H by free flZ,,-modules (note (AZ), = AZ,,!). Thus it may be used to caIculate Tor,z,(H, .).
(2) H is finiteIy generated as an algebra if and only if each 2, has finite dimension.
Indeed, since ~(2~) generates H, if dim 2, < 00 then H is finitely generated.
Conversely, if 1-I is finitely generated, then dim Z,, < co, and so ker p, as an ideal in the noetherian algebra AZ,, , is finitely generated. Hence dim 2, < 0~.
If dim Z(,) < a3, then each (ilZ,,m,), is a finitely generated AZ,,-module, and so the same holds for H,(AZt,j). In particular, Z,-,, , being the generating space for H,(J!Z~,~), is finite dimensional.
Thus dim Zn < co, all n.
(3) H has finite type (as a graded vector space) if and only if each Zrr has finite type (by the same argument as in the previous remark).
(4) TfHP=O, 1 <p.<IandH')-K,then Indeed, this is obvious for n = 0. Assume it is proved for Zh , k :g n. Then clearly (AZt,j)F = 0, I < p :
But by Lemma 3.6(i), d(Z,,,,) C A; Zc,, . il+Zt,, , Since d has degree 1, this yields Zz.,., = 0, 0 -< p < (n -1. 2) I.
3.9. Poincad series. Suppose that H has finite type. We shall show how to calculate dim HP from the integers dim Zn2. Before proceeding with the general theory, we give an example of such a perturbation.
EXAMPLE.
Consider the algebra H = A(x, , X, , x3, x4)/I, where 1 x, / = 1 X~ 1 --1 X, 1 = 3, 1 xq / = 5, and 1 is the ideal generated by xlxz , ~rx~x~, Thus we can extend VT to a degree zero linear map Z, -+ A so that dAm = ?r Dz, x E 2,. TT then extends to a homomorphism P: (rlZc,j , D) -+ (A, dA). Next, suppose D and r have been extended to AZ(,) (some n 2 2) so that El hoIds. For x E Z,,, , D dz is a D-cocycle inF,&AZ),
Hence by Lemma 4.5 we can find w EF+~ (~Z) and cx E I-r(a) so that
AppIying v yields dp dz = dp-w + mp or 0 = cl(3T++) = ol;
i. 4.14, The homotopy spectral sequence. The usua1 conventions for diagramming a spectral sequence associated to a bigraded object assume the total differential lowers (or raises) both indices, To conform to this convention and since our underlying topology leads us to consider cohomoIogy, when we fiIter (AZ, D) and related objects we will define Z% 8 to have total degree p and define IT:* so E,"-(m) = (AZ); when we use filtration (4.1). Then the E1 term of the spectral sequence is ( These bigraded models may be perturbed (Theorem 4.4) to filtered models for (A, dA) and (B, d,); these will be denoted by All of this notation is now fixed for the rest of the section. In particular, the filtration (4.2) of llZ is the same, whether we work with (A, dA), (H(A), 0), P, 44 or VW% 0). We proceed as follows, We first prove Proposition 5.6 and Proposition 5.7. Then, as a corollary, we establish a special case of Theorem 5. IO (Theorem 5.15) in which the conclusion is in fact stronger. Finally, we prove Theorem 5.10.
THEOREM
5.11. Proof of Proposition 5.6. The (a -1) realizers for f are the isomorphisms (AZ,,, , DA) -+ (AZ,,, , DB) of the form q1 = #F, where # is an automorphism of (AZ,,, , D,) such that 4 -c decreases filtrations.
Given such a $ define log $I by (Because 4 -L is filtration decreasing, the right hand side is always a finite sum!) It is easy to check that log I/J EM, . Conversely, if 0 E M, then ee = zizO (1 /p!) 0" is an automorphism of (AZ(,) , DB), and L -I decreases filtrations. Since el"sG = # and log es = 8, it f o 11 ows that the (n -1) realizers off are the isomorphisms ot the form 893, 0 E A&. Let H be a connected c.g.a. suck that HP = Ojo~ 1 < p ,< 1 and for p > 31f 1. S'uppose g: H(C) -H is an isomorphism of c.g.a.'s for Some c.g.d.a. (C, d,) . Then g can be realized by a homotopy equivaleence between (C, d,) and (H, 0).
In particular, H is realized as the cohomology of one and only olae komotopy type. Q.E.D.
Notice that Theorem 5.15 asserts that if W(R) = 0 and HP(A) = 0, p > m (some na) then the realizeability off is afiniteproblem; i.e., there are only finitely many obstructions that have to vanish. This is not the case in the general situation of Theorem 5.10, to which we now turn our attention.
Before proving the theorem, we establish some notation (always assuming H(A) has finite type). Let ME,n+nz C HomO(Zz , AZ(,)) denote the space of those degree zero linear maps Zg + AZ(,) which extend to elements of JW~+~ . Clearly With the notation abooe, Im X = Im y, and so the nth obstruction to formality is an element (if defined) 0, E Homi(Z,+, ; H(A))/Im A.
Proof.
Let 8 E M, ; thus B is a filtration decreasing derivation in AZ(,) such that d8 = 8d. Define (G E Hom*(Z, ; H(A)) by $z = p&r, z E Z, . We show that
In fact write u = E ~$3~ + C ojwul , where u1 E AZ, , xi E Z, , wj, w, e (AZ), . Then puj = pzuj = pzi = 0, and so, since 0 is a derivation, PO(U) = c puipezl = c pz$pe,x< = p&u. E * This implies that for z E Z,,, y(B) x = pB dz = p& dz = y&)(z) = A($)(z).
Hence y(B) = r(8,) = A($), and Im y = Im h. Q.E.D.
hAMPLE.
Let H : H*(P v S2; K) then H has elements 1, X, , x2 as basis (with ( x1 1 = 1 xz 1 = 2) and xl2 = x1x9 = ~~2 = 0. It follows from Corollary 5.16 that H is intrinsically formal (cf. also Lemma 1.6).
6.5. EXAMPLE. Let H = A(x, , x2 , 3
x )/I, where ( x1 ( = ( xp ( = 2, j xg ( = 3, and I is the ideal generated by xix*, ~~2 and xz2. Thus H =H*(P x (S2 v S2); K) = H*(P; k) (2~ H*(P v S2; k). We shall show that there are exactly two homotopy types with cohomoIogy H (so that H, although the tensor product of intrinsically formal c.g.a.'s, is not intrinsically formal). Of course, in the non-formal case, the homotopy type is represented by SL v s" v rb with es attached by, e.g., [tl , [cI , _ I.,] ] so that the 5-ccl1 carries the nontrivial Massey product <x1 , x1 , x2>. Since Massey products are invariants of homotopy type (moduIo indeterminacy which here is 0), the Massey product distinguishes the two rational homotopy types. It also reminds us how much more subtle the integral problem will be; cf. Then .f carz be real&d by a homotop-y equivalence between (A4, dA) and (B, dB).
6.9. C:OROI,I,ARY.
(A, dA) is formal if and only if (,,I @ K, cl, :a I) is formal.
As we observed in Section 1, Theorem 6.8 has been obtained independently by Sullivan using techniques from algebraic groups. An independent proof along those lines in the simply connected case has been obtained by Neisendorfer [25] . Finally, we show by induction on n that f is n-realizeable for all 7a; in view of Theorem 5.10 it will then follow that f is realizeable by a homotopy equivaIence.
Assume f is (n -I)-realizeabIe, and let q be an (n -l)-realizer. Then v @ 1 is an (n -1)-realizer for f @ 1. Hence by Corollary 5.8, (since f @ 1 is n-realizeable),
On the other hand, clearly
Thus o(p @ 1) E r(m,J n Im i. Now formula (6.11) shows that o(rp 0 1) == i(f, #E y(lM,).
Hence i(#) = i(o(p)); since i is injective, # = o(p). Thus 4T) E YUKJ Now Proposition 5.6 implies that O,(f) = y(M,) and so Corollary 5.X shows that f is n-realizeable. This completes the induction, and the proof.
Q.E.D. Let I = ker E and set BA = En>,, @"I. If ai EP has degree piI denote a, @ .*a @ a, by [a, 1 ... 1 a,] and bigrade BA so this element has bidegree (-n, '&pi), and total degree (xi pi) -n (= xi (pi -1)).
The usual bar construction is for d.g.a.'s (A, dA) with dA of degree -1. In that context, n rather than --n appears in the above formulas, The d.g. module BA is always and naturally a d.g. coalgebra with diagonal For our present purposes, this structure is unimportant, We focus instead on the fact that if A is commutative, BA inherits the structure of a c.g.a. with where the sum is over all shuffles (permutations D such that u-1 ( 1) .) First, bigrade Z by setting Znp = Zzf: and extend this lower gradation to a gradation of the algebra ilZ. In order to make our indexing conform to that of Eilenberg-Moore, we write
In particular
Note that a: Z-n** --+ zmn+l** (see (4.14). Our old filtration F-,(nZ), with corresponding change of notation is P(AZ) = Ej>, (Azp*, which makes (AZ, D) into a filtered c.g.d.a., whose spectral sequence will be denoted by (I$., dJ. It will be shown to be isomorphic with the E.M.s.s. On the other hand, the isomorphism 6: Zc Z of 7.2 is in fact an isomorphism 5: (2, Dl;) 1 (Z, II) which maps F'"(Z) * P'(Z), cf. 4.14. Thus 6 identifiies the homotopy spectral sequence with the spectral sequence for (Z, II), with a shift in degrees. Hence we have an inclusion nf spectral sequences: which restricts to inclusions gEr*P 4 ET-I'*. kvhen IZ = 0 these are (obviously) isomorphisms 7.14. 'I'HEOREM. There is, mmovc~, an isonaorphism of graded algebras 7.15. COROLLARY.
The homotopy spectral sequence can be identified (with a degree shift) with a sub spctraE sequence of the EN1.s.s.
COROLLARY.
There is an isomorphism of bigraded algebras, Tor,(,,(k,k)= AZ.
Proof.
Observe that Tor, (,,(k, k) The structure of TorH(A)(k, k) as a bigraded aZgebra determines the "Betti numbers" dim HP(A), if A has finite t-vpe.
By Corollary 7.16, if we know Tor,t,,(k, k) as a bigraded algebra, we also know AZ as a bigraded algebra, In particular, we know the numbers
Now Proposition 3.10 shows that the Betti numbers for (A, dA) are determined. Q.E.D. it is aImost the algebraic analogue of (X.2). Since 6* maps H(Z, DC) isomor---phically onto H(Z, D) C H(AZ, D), we obtain in fact that ker <* = ker E*. Proof.
Since ker ,X* = ker [*, (in terms of (8.6)) we have to show that I(" = 0, 1 < m < 31+ 1 (see 8.6). But K can be identified easily with ker i*; hence we must show i* is injective in degrees <3E + 1. Now D,(Z,) = <(dZ,) = 0. On the other hand, for 71 >, 2, Remark 3.8.4 shows that Z,,* = 0, p < 31. Thus Im D, C CJ,sl+s ZP, and so a'* is injective in degrees <31+ 1.
Q.E.D. Now we shall see that neither of these implications can be reversed.
